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Abstract. In Vietnamese paragraphs, there are two types of personal pronoun
which are often used simultaneously in the sentences: type (i) – personal pro-
nouns which stand alone; type (ii) – personal pronouns standing with demon-
strative adjectives. This paper considers the contexts of pairs of simple
Vietnamese sentences in which there are the simultaneous appearances of two
personal pronouns belonging to these above types at the second sentence. The
objectives of this research have the following characteristics: the first sentence
has one transitive verb having the relationship with two different human objects;
the second sentence has one transitive verb having the relationship with two
different pronouns, in which the one belonging to type (ii) takes the subject role
and the other belonging to type (i) takes the object role. To determine the object in
the first sentence which is referred to by each pronoun at the second sentence, we
propose a presupposition about the relationship contexts between two verbs. The
proposed strategy is based on the idea: the transitive verbs are classified according
to two properties which is “affect” and “communication”, then specify the pair of
properties of two transitive verbs to determine the antecedent for each pronoun.

Keywords: Anaphoric human pronoun � Ambiguous referent � Verbal rela-
tionship context � Discourse representation structure � Semantic representation

1 Introduction

In general, to understand and represent the semantics of a paragraph is an important
research section in “abstractive” approach in text summarization field [2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11,
16]. Especially, the most important part which has to be resolved when doing this study
is to determine the exact relationship of a personal pronoun appearing at a sentence and
its antecedent appearing at the preceding sentence in some appropriate contexts of the
paragraph. To handle this problem, many authors proposed different strategies and
methods based on the foundations: Discourse Representation Theory [8, 13, 14, 15,
17], WordNet Ontology [19], Centering Theory [1, 3], and others [7, 9].

Studying the pairs of Vietnamese sentences, which are considered as simplest
paragraphs, we initially proposed in [20] the basic strategies and mechanism to perform
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these strategies with framework Graph Unification Logic Programming (GULP – [12])
combining between Discourse Representation Theory (DRT – [8, 13, 14, 17]) and
Unification-Based Grammar (UBG – [18]). The performing mechanism was proposed
with the main phases: (a) analyze the syntactic structure of the paragraph into two
separated sentences and set the position for each sentence; (b) analyze the syntactic tree
of each sentence and set the appropriate informational characteristics; (c) describe the
grammatical characteristics of each lexicon and build the Discourse Representation
Structure (DRS) – the central structure of DRT theory which help for representing the
relationship between the anaphoric pronoun and its antecedent in the context of each
sentence and from this representing the meaning of the paragraph; (d) find the ante-
cedent for each pronoun according to the strategies based on the components of the
DRS structure which had been built before.

Based on performing mechanism in [20], we considered in [22, 23] the sentential
pairs having the special characteristics with the contexts in which there are the
appearances of pronoun “nó” – a special pronoun in Vietnamese – and the contexts in
which using relative clauses. We established the strategies for resolving the pronouns
which were more detail than as in [20] with the priority orders: (i) determine that
pronoun “nó” refers to animate or non-animated object at the first sentence; (ii) deter-
mine pronoun “nó” refers to object having smaller age in the identified context;
(iii) determine the only pronoun indicating person standing with demonstrative
adjective [“ta”/“ấy”/“này”] refers to the human object taking the object role at the first
sentence. With these strategies, we improved the performing mechanism: added some
characteristics in analyzing the syntactic tree of the sentence; added some grammatical
characteristics of lexicon; adjusted the antecedent finding algorithm.

In this research, we consider the following contexts of pairs of sentences: the first
sentence has one transitive verb having the relationships with two different persons; the
second sentence has one transitive verb having the relationship with two different
pronouns indicating person, in which the pronoun belonging to type (ii) takes the
subject role and the pronoun belonging to type (i) takes the object role. In this context,
we focus on two types of pronouns indicating person: type (i) are pronouns [“anh”/
“cô”/“chị”/“ông”/“bà”/“bạn”/“em”] standing alone; and type (ii) are these pronouns
standing with demonstrative adjective [“ta”/“ấy”/“này”]. We establish a presupposition
based on reality experience in using Vietnamese: a transitive verb often has one of two
properties “affect” and “communication” in the context of sentence. Then, we classify
the considered sentential pairs into four groups according to concrete context:

– Group A: the first transitive verb has property “affect”; the second transitive verb
has property “affect”. Example 1: “Nhân chăm sóc em trai. Anh ta dạy dỗ anh.”
(English: “Nhân cares for the brother. He teaches him.”)

– Group B: the first transitive verb has property “affect”; the second transitive verb
has property “communication”. Example 2: “Nhân giúp đỡ Nghĩa. Anh ta cảm ơn
anh.” (English: “Nhân helps Nghĩa. He thanks him.”)

– Group C: the first transitive verb has property “communication”; the second tran-
sitive verb has property “affect”. Example 3: “Nhân gặp bác sĩ. Ông ta khám cho
anh.” (English: “Nhân meets the doctor. He examines him.”)
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– Group D: the first transitive verb has property “communication”; the second tran-
sitive verb has property “communication”. Example 4: “Huấn luyện viên gặp Nhân.
Ông ấy hướng dẫn anh.” (English: “The coach meets Nhân. He guides him.”)

With the contexts of these groups, the main idea of strategies for resolving each
pronoun is: determine the antecedent is one of two human objects at the first sentence
satisfying the appropriate characteristics about the position in the paragraph, relation-
ship role with the first transitive verb, and property of each verb.

To perform these strategies, we propose some improvements in the techniques and
algorithm of resolving anaphoric pronouns in [20] with some main points:

– Add the appropriate information in describing characteristics of transitive verb.
– Add the appropriate information in describing characteristics of noun.
– Adjust the characteristic description in analyzing verb phrase.
– Adjust the technique to perform the algorithm for each pair.

The result of the process of determining the antecedent for pronouns at the second
sentence is the meaning representation structure of the original pair.

2 The Resolving Process

2.1 The Strategies for Finding the Antecedents

As presented in Section Introduction, in this research, we establish a presupposition
based on the reality experience in Vietnamese communication: in the sentence at a
concrete context, an action which is expressed by a transitive verb often has one of two
properties are “affect” or “communication”. With this presupposition, applying to the
considered pairs of sentences, we have the comments:

• The first comment: If two consecutive “affect” or “communication” actions are
performed, commonly both actions are done by one object.

• The second comment: If one “affect” action is performed then other “communica-
tion” action is performed or vice versa, commonly the pronoun standing alone relates
to the object taking the subject role of the first action, the pronoun standing with
demonstrative adjective relates to the object taking the object role of the first action.
According to above comments, we propose the strategies for resolving pronouns:

• For the context of pairs of sentences belonging to group A
The antecedent finding strategy: because the transitive verb at the first and second
sentence both have property “affect” then according to the first comment, in the
context of the relationship between two verbs, these verbs are performed by one
object.

Therefore we detemine rthe antecedents:

– The pronoun standing with demonstrative adjective taking the subject role refers to
the object taking the subject role at the first sentence.

– The pronoun standing alone taking the object role refers to the object taking the
object role at the first sentence.
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• For the context of pairs of sentences belonging to group B

The antecedent finding strategy: because the transitive verb at the first sentence has
property “affect” and the transitive verb at the second sentence has property “com-
munication” then according to the second comment, in the context of the relationship
between two verbs, these verbs are performed by different objects. Therefore we
determine the antecedents:

– The pronoun standing with demonstrative adjective taking the subject role refers to
the object taking the object role at the first sentence.

– The pronoun standing alone taking the subject role refers to the object taking the
subject role at the first sentence.

• For the context of pairs of sentences belonging to group C

The antecedent finding strategy: because the transitive verb at the first sentence has
property “communication” and the transitive verb at the second sentence has property
“affect” then according to the second comment, in the context of the relationship
between two verbs, these verbs are performed by different objects. Therefore we
determine the antecedents:

– The pronoun standing with demonstrative adjective taking the subject role refers to
the object taking the object role at the first sentence.

– The pronoun standing alone taking the subject role refers to the object taking the
subject role at the first sentence.

• For the context of pairs of sentences belonging to group D

The antecedent finding strategy: because the transitive verb at the first and second
sentence both have property “communication” then according to the first comment,
in the context of the relationship between two verbs, these verbs are performed by
one object. Therefore we determine the antecedents:

– The pronoun standing with demonstrative adjective taking the subject role refers to
the object taking the subject role at the first sentence.

– The pronoun standing with demonstrative adjective taking the subject role refers to
the object taking the subject role at the first sentence.

2.2 Improve the Techniques in Mechanism for Implementing
the Strategies

To implement the proposed strategies in Sect. 2.1, we apply and propose some
improvements in the performing mechanism in [20] as follows:

• In describing grammatical characteristics of transitive verb:

– Define additional characteristic flag_property_of_verb. This characteristic
takes value [affect] if the verb has property “affect”, take value [communi-
cation] if the verb has property “communication”.

– Define additional predicate property_of_verb. This predicate will be added to
the predicate list of DRS structure. This predicate has two arguments: The first
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argument take value [first] or [second] corresponding to the position of the
verb at the first or second sentence – this information is transferred down in the
syntactic tree when analyzing the paragraph into two separated sentences; the
second argument takes value [affect] or [communication] corresponding
to the property of the verb (Fig. 1).

• In describing grammatical characteristics of noun:

– Define additional characteristic flag_property_of_verb. The characteristic
shows that the noun or pronoun has the relationship with the verb having what
property. This characteristic takes value [affect] if the verb has property “af-
fect”, takes value [communication] if the verb has property “communication”.

– Define additional characteristic flag_index_other. We notice that two different
pronouns relate to two different objects, we propose a technique in which when
determine the antecedent for one pronoun then simultaneously determine the
remaining object as the antecedent for the other pronoun. This characteristic takes
value as the unique index of the object which is determined as the antecedent of the
remaining pronoun. This value is different from the value of characteristic
flag_index (Fig. 2).

• In analyzing verb phrase into verb and noun phrase:

– Add the mechanism for transferring value F of characteristic flag_prop-
erty_of_verb of the verb to the noun phrase. This value is transferred down in
the syntactic tree to characteristic flag_property_of_verb of the noun.

– Add the mechanism for transferring value G of characteristic flag_index_other
of the noun phrase to the first argument flag_arg1 of the transitive verb. The value
of characteristic flag_index and flag_index_other corresponding to the
indexes of two antecedents of the second and first pronoun. These two indexes will
be determined when implementing the antecedent finding algorithm (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Describe transitive verb “khám” in Example 3 with framework GULP [12].
Characteristic property_of_verb takes value [affect]. Predicate prop-
erty_of_verb has two arguments: the first argument takes value FP is the position
information will be transferred down in the syntactic tree, the second argument takes value
[affect].
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• Propose the algorithm for implementing the antecedent finding strategies. With the
notice that when improving describing characteristics of noun, we determine the
index of the antecedent for the pronoun standing alone – corresponding to the second
pronoun taking the object role of the second transitive verb. This index becomes the
value for characteristic flag_index of noun. The index of the remaining object will
becomes the value for characteristic flag_index_other of noun – corresponding
to the antecedent of the remaining pronoun. The general algorithm:

Fig. 2. Describe characteristics of noun “nhân” in Example 3 with framework GULP [12].
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After performing the above improvements, we determine the antecedents for pro-
nouns at the second sentence and complete the DRS structure. Consider the pair of
sentences in Example 3, we have the result

– A list contains indexes: index 1 expresses object “nhân”; index 2 expresses object
“bác sĩ”.

– A list contains predicates:

– Express information about the object having index 1:
• nhân(1,[nhân],[object],[human])
• species(1,[human])

Fig. 3. Analyze the syntactic of verb phrase with framework GULP [12].

Fig. 4. Implement Algorithm 1 with framework GULP [12].
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• role(1,[agent])
• position(1,[first])

– Express information about the object having index 2:
• bác_sĩ(2,[bác,sĩ],[object],[human])
• species(2,[human])
• role(2,[goal])
• position(2,[first])

– Express information about the first transitive verb:
• gặp(1,2,[gặp],[action],[transitive],[communication])
• property_of_verb([first],[communication])

– Express information about the second transitive verb:
• khám(2,1,[khám],[action],[transitive],[affect])
• property_of_verb([second],[affect])

3 Experiment and Discussions

For testing, we collected 200 pairs of Vietnamese sentences having characteristics
which are suitable for the research objective and are classified as: group A has 45 pairs,
group B has 47 pairs, group C has 48 pairs, and group D has 60 pairs. The testing
results:

– Determine correctly the antecedents and build the DRS structures for 29 pairs of
group A. The successful rate is 64.44 %.

– Determine correctly the antecedents and build the DRS structures for 41 pairs of
group B. The successful rate is 87.23 %.

– Determine correctly the antecedents and build the DRS structures for 37 pairs of
group C. The successful rate is 77.08 %.

– Determine correctly the antecedents and build the DRS structures for 51 pairs of
group D. The successful rate is 85 %.

The testing results show that, the system determined the exact antecedents for pairs
of pronouns at the major of tested pairs of sentences. Analyzing deeper, we notice some
points:

– With sentential pairs of group A, in which there are two “affect” actions are per-
formed consecutively, in some cases the second action is performed by the second
object. This situation also happened commonly in reality because the second object
will react against the previous action of the first object.

– With sentential pairs of the other groups, because there is lack of some additional
factors such as time or space which affect the context, therefore the results maybe
not correct.

Besides, we see that the techniques in this research are applied for specific types of
pairs of sentences. This requires more improvements so that we can apply for pairs of
sentences having more complex characteristics.
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4 Conclusion

In this research, we presented strategies and techniques for determining the antecedents
for each pairs of pronouns belonging to two types: type (i) are pronouns indicating
person standing alone; type (ii) are these pronouns standing with demonstrative
adjective. With the classification of pairs of sentences into groups based on two
properties “affect” and “communication” of transitive verbs at two sentences, we
proposed the appropriate resolving strategies.

The testing results show that the antecedent finding strategies and algorithm are
suitable for the major of tested pairs of sentences. We also pointed out some points that
need to be improved so that can apply for more complex pairs of sentences.
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